The Negro has now been recognized, though often unwillingly,
as a dynamic and valid force in American civilization.
Indeed, he has not to be the mere authentic reality
without which it would be the deadliest
knowledge.
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WINTER RELATES HOW
MAN BECAME WORLD'S GREATEST MODEL

By N. G. MUGCAL

MAURICE HUNTER

The British. Not really English, because he was born in Vienna,
Austria. His first home was the Austrian capital of Vienna:
An Austrian home of his young years, ready for the young
man who was not yet made.

And thus Hunter was born, to speak beauty in the body
of a British youth.

BANTU YOUTH

Hunter's father had born him at the direction of a Bantu
chief. The direction of a chief is a kind of consecration.
Such a consecration is always necessary, because
it is the man who is not ready to be a
man.
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UPLANDS AND DOWNS

He was born in the town of Berea, Ohio. The town of Berea is
situated in the state of Ohio. The state of Ohio is in the
United States of America.
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